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Abstract

The results of an investigation of discharge power supply for SPT-100 optimal output

characteristics are presented. The criterions selected for this optimization were minimum

discharge voltage and current oscillations in the discharge circuit of the SPT-100. The

electromagnet current in this investigations was independent from the discharge current. The

electromagnet was connected to a separate electromagnet power supply and disconnected from the

discharge circuit. The influence of the different output characteristics of the discharge power

supply characteristics to the character and values of the discharge voltage and current oscillations

in the SPT-100 are presented.

Introduction

The stationary plasma thruster (SPT) is more and more popular for realization different

space program. A 1.4 kilowatt variant, the SPT-100. designed in Russia ("Fakel" Enterprise,

Kaliningrad) is currently being considered for integration with US satellites. The parameters of u
this thruster wc.c evaluated at NIP (Moscow) and"Fakel" (Kalinigrad) in Russia [1] and at

NASA Lewis Research Center. Space Systems / Loral and NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory in

the US 12-5]. These evaluations confirmed the main integral characteristics of the SPT-100 such

as a thrust level, a specific impulse and an efficiency which were announced by "Fakel". All

experimental investigations of a stationary plasma thruster showed a big level of the discharge

voltage and current oscillations. There are many articles [1, 2, 7-10] where these oscillations are
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characteristics intiunce upon SPT performance and oscillations character and intensity a-

presented in 181. The influence the electromagnet current and discharge power supply outpui filter

parameters to the discharge voltage and current oscillations are presented in 191. Som-

classification of the oscillations in closed drift thrusters. such as the stationary plasma thruster and

the anode layer thruster are represented in 110].

The main peculiarity of these experimental investigations (7-10] are using the discharge

power supply for forming magnetic field in the accelerating channel of SPT. In these experiments

the discharge power supply was connected to thruster's anode and the electromagnet, setting up a

magnetic field that is proportional to the discharge current. Such scheme of connection causes the

deep feed back between the magnetic field in the accelerating channel of SPT and processes of

discharge. It needs to use a separate electromagnet power supply for increasing this feed back.

The last results of an investigation of the electromagnet current influence to the discharge voltage

and current oscillations with the separate electromagnet power supply are presented in materials

of this conference 161.

1. The investigation of the influence the parameters of the

discharge power supply output filter to the discharge current

and voltage oscillations

The voltage-current characteristics of the SPT requires to use a current supply as a

discharge power supply. But it is very difficult to realize such power supply practically.

Therefore as a rule a voltage supply is used as a discharge power supply. But it needs to use some

current-stabilizing element in an output filter. Such element can be some inductor which is

connected between discharge power supply and the SPT discharge circuit. In this case some

discharge current osciilations can cause the considerable oscillations of the discharge voltage.

That is why it needs some capacitor to connect between an anode and a cathode. The tvoical

RCLC-filter was selected as a base structure of the discharge power supply output filter. And

that's more th- parameters R. C were selected from condition the a\.imum filtra:r: o'. '

j*ischarge pov. r suppl\ output .rage pulsation:. Th-. parameters L. .C2 wer= chanced :i-

detern ':':tion ha: 'alues of these parameters which ensure the ::.iimum of the dischri.

currc:: oscilla ion and min;:;munm , eight and dimension of the outp::! filer. The value of t:c
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Th resuits of mhe experimental investigations the SPT-100 operating with different output

filter parameters of the discharge power supply show that the main dependence the value of the

discharge current oscillations amplitude from the value of the electromagnet current are remained

Moreover, the amplitude of the discharge current oscillations practically don't depend from the

parameters of the output filter in the point of the optimal value of the electromagnet current. If

the value of the electromagnet current isn't optimal the considerable oscillations of both discharge

current and voltage are observed. The character and amplitude of these oscillations depends very

much from the output filter parameters. The bigger value of the inductance L and smaller value

of the capacitance C2 correspondent the bigger level of the both discharge current and discharge

voltage oscillations. For example can be used the oscillograms which are shown in Fig. 1

(CI=0.47 uF. L=5 mH, C2=0.1 uF) and Fig. 2 (C1=0.47 uF, L=1 mH. C2=0.69 uF).

Moreover. for the regimes which are shown in Fig. 1 the level of the discharge current

oscillations was such considerable that the discharge power supply can not ensure the operating

SPT-100 with the level of the electromagnet current bigger then 3.7 A DC. But in the point of
the electromagnet current optimal value in both of case the level of the oscillations was very
small. If the value of the electromagnet current corresponds to the optimal point then the
parameters of the discharge power supply output filter don't influence to the level of the
discharge current oscillations. When the value of the electromagnet current doesn't correspond to
this point ;.l output filter parameters influence to oscillations very much.

2. The investigation of the electromagnet current

and the output filter parameters to the spectrums

of the discharge current oscillations

In the third stage of this investigations the dependence of the discharge current oscillations
spectrums trom the level of the electromagnet current and parameters of the discharge power

supply output filter were investigated. The main results are shown in Fig. 3 - Fig. 6. The

spectrums of the discharge current SPT-100 oscillations which are shown in Fig. 3. Fig. 4 when

thruster ,w:, direct', connected to the laboratory dis=ha-ge power suppiy ( ithou additj on
.:- filter). This pouer supply is typical the supply of the voltage with a big value of the outpu;

.ipacitance. The ana'ysis of these spectrums show tha: there are two ranges of the disc!ar,.

:rrent o..:ailions. The firs range i, 30...300 kHz and ti - second range is 4...12 MH Tie

I
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mhe decreasing the le\el of the electromagnet current ensures the considerable (more then -20db)3 changing of the oscillations amplitude. Moreover, the decreasing of the electromagnet current

causes the decreasing of the low-frequency oscillations and increasing of the high-frequency

oscillations. The optimal point of the electromagnet current which are shown in 161
correspondent the optimal relationship between the level of the low- and high-frequency

* discharge current oscillations.

The spectrums of the discharge current oscillations which are presented in Fig. 5, Fig. 6
correspondent the SPT-100 connection to the discharge power supply through RCLC- output
filter. These data show that the character of the influence of electromagnet current to the
oscillations spectrums remains but these oscillations have considerable smaller amplitude.

I Conclusions

The experimental data which are obtained in this work and analysis of these results give us3 the possibility to do such conclusions:

- the parameters of the discharge power supply output filter influence on the location of
the optimal point of the elec:romagnet curren:. the character and amplitude of this os-iilations in

I - the discharge current oscillations in SPT-100 have two ranges: low-frequenc, (30...300)

kHz and high-frequency (4...12) MHz. the increasing (decreasing) of the electromagnet current

causes the decreasing (increasing) of the low-frequency oscillations amplitude and in--easing

(decreasing) of the high-frequency oscillations.
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